
Physics 555 Fall 2007 HW 5
 
Due date was Wednesday October 24.  Here are the answers.  
 
1. Curie Law.   The figure is 
from S. Arajs and R. V. C
J. Appl. 

olvin, 
Phys. 33, 2517 (1962).  

n.  

nswer: 
.  

tibility is defined as 

Gd3+ has a 4f7 configuration, 
with approximately 7 Bohr 
magnetons of moment per io
The data agree fairly well with 
the Curie Law.  Derive the 
Curie Law. 
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χμ == / .  The spins 
we can find the answer for a single spin, and multiply by N.  The 

partition function for a classical spin is ,)/cosexp(
are independent so 

∫ −Ω= TkBdZ Bθμ
hosen as the z direction.  The mean value of μ is then 

 where the angle θ 

is measured from B which is c
dBZTdkBz /ln=μ .  To find χ, we need to know zμ  only to second order in B.  

Therefore we use the Taylor series of the exponential, and find 
([ ) ( ) ] [ ( ) ]∫ −Ω= co1 BdZ μ ++=++ LL 6//142//cos/s 22 TkBTkBTk BBB μπθμθ . 

From this we get immediately .  A slightly simpler procedure is to do the 
ntegral for Z bec

sical 

nly when spins on neighboring ions don’t interact.  

  As 

-dipole interaction for two spins separated by r is 

TVkN B3/2μχ =
quantum treatment, where the i omes a sum over the discrete z-
components of the spin.  In the limit where there are many components, the clas
answer is retrieved.  In the limit where s=1/2, there are only two components, and the 
answer is larger than this by 3. 
 
. The Curie law should work o2

Quantum mechanics allows a strong exchange interaction which is apparently not 
important in Gd2O3.  But there must always be a dipole-dipole classical interaction.
an estimate of the temperature below which the Curie law should fail, calculate the 
optimum attractive energy of (dipole-dipole) interaction of two Gd moments on nearest 
neighbor sites in Gd2O3.  Estimate the spacing from the density ρ = 8.33 g/cm3. 
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and has optimum value  when the spins are parallel and point along 
the axis separating the spins.  The factor (

( ) 32
0 /24/ rV μπμ−=

)πμ 4/0 is needed to convert to SI 
 units.   The factor  can be approximated by n, the number of Gd atoms per unit 
volume, which is the mass density, 8.33 x 10

3/1 r
3 kg/m3, divided by the number of kg per 

GdO1.5 fragment.  Each GdO1.5 has mass 181.25 amu, and there are 1.66 x 10-27 kg per 
amu.  This gives a separation r = 3.31 Å.  If we take μ to be 7 Bohr magnetons, and 
convert using 1 Bohr magneton = 0.927 x 10-23 J/T, and ( )πμ 4/0 = 10-7 T2m3/J, the 
answer is |V/kB| = 1.7 K. At temperatures of order 1 K, the dipole-dipole interaction 
begins to have serious consequences. 
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